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Category Description for Wordly Wise 3000 (4th Ed.): Revised, with copyright 2018, Wordly Wise 3000 is still an equally large vocabulary building program that many of you love. The Word List remains the same at almost all levels. Lesson 17 of Book 12 has a different story, but the word list remains the same; and lesson 12 of Book 9 has
a different title for the story, but the story is actually the same as in the 3rd edition and uses the same word list. Please note that Kindergarten and Book 1 are still 2nd editions. They have updated the copyright to 2018, but no content changes have been made at this level. The structure of K and 1 books is somewhat different. These
vocabulary building activities include selecting the correct picture in the workbook while parents read the story aloud from the teacher's package. The unique two-week lesson plan in these early books teaches and amplifies words and concepts in 20-25 minutes a day. The Master's Package for K and 1 includes extensive lesson plans,
Concepts and Picture Cards, read-aloud stories and poems, extension and challenge activities, black line masters, formal and informal assessments for each lesson, assessment checklists, and more. There are new activities in Books 3-12, and they have changed from lesson to lesson; old edition answer keys and teacher resources will
not work with the 4th edition workbook. There are formatting changes in the workbook, with the view updated. Books 2 and 3 still have 15 lessons (10 words per lesson), and Books 4-12 still have 20 lessons each (15 words per lesson). New activities include Rate Your Word Knowledge, which is a reproducible sheet found in a teacher's
resource book to assess word knowledge before starting a lesson. Using Words in Context is intended to strengthen students' ability to define meaning based on context. Making Connections is to help students make connections between words and understand word relationships. Defining Meaning helps students understand parts of a
word (prea or root, syr ending) while strengthening understanding. Completing Sentences allows students to show understanding of words by completing sentences. Vocabulary extensions are found at the end of each lesson, and focus on only one word of that lesson to develop a deeper understanding of vocabulary and application.
Wordly Wise is now working with Quizlet.com where students can practice their vocabulary for additional reinforcement with online games and exercises. Complete instructions for accessing a 12-month subscription are on the cover in the student book. Note: invalid code 24 months after the date printed on the copyright page. The
Teacher Resources Book includes a teacher's guide to reproducible tests and reviews, vocabulary activities (including word web and semantic maps), options for group groups individual instructions, pacing options, and answer buttons for tests and workbooks. (Please note that there is a page that references the teacher's access to
Quizlet, a digital application including games that allows teachers to see student progress and activities from the last day, week, or year. Passcodes are not included in the Master Resources book and are only available to class set buyers, which are not currently available from us. However, students will still have access to quizlets through
their own student books with instructions included in the front cover.) Tests are designed to prepare students for standardized tests; most formats are multiple choice. There are tests for each lesson as well as cumulative and final midterm exams. If you don't think intensive and comprehensive teacher guidance is required, the
unproductionable Test Book (with answers) and The Answer Key (for student workbooks) are available separately. For convenience in ordering, we have also created sets for each grade level that includes Student Books, Test Books, and Keys. The Teacher Resource Book is only included in the set for Grades K and 1; they will be
separate purchases at the top level. Category Description for Wordly Wise 3000 (All Editions): Wordly Wise works. It is a vocabulary building program that grows with students, and makes vocabulary building interesting and entertaining. All editions of Wordly Wise share a similar format that provides an interesting word history, addresses
usage issues, and exposes common usage pitfalls. There are 20 lessons in each level plus five review lessons. A typical lesson contains a fifteen-word alphabetical list with short entries for each including parts of speech, concise definitions, and proper use of words in the context of interesting sentences that provide a mnemonic anchor
for the word. Here is the activity section (which varies slightly with editions). Crossword puzzles and Hidden Message puzzles are used for review. The overall word list for this series consists of 3000 words; their choices are based on frequency, class-level literature, textbooks, and SAT preparation books. Wordly Wise 3000 3rd Edition (2-
12)Book number according to grade level. Book 2 includes all the lessons in Book A (1st ed.) and lessons 1-7 of Book B (1st ed.). It has 15 lessons and 150 vocabulary words. Book 3 includes lessons 8-10 of Book B (first edition) and all lessons from Book C (1st ed.). It also has 15 lessons with 150 words and contains some practice of
Greek and Latin roots. Students learn 300 new words a year in Books 4-12.The Student Workbook contains 20 lessons each with fifteen words. Each lesson includes a Word List with a dictionary type complete with entry information, the Finding Meanings exercise (select two phrases for sentences that use the word correctly), practice
Just the Right Word (replace with one word), the practice of Applying Meaning (using words in context), word study exercises (including synonyms, antonyms, syms, prems, and analogies), and Sections (classic and contemporary authors) with follow-up questions. As far as reading content, although Wordly Wise has always been a
secular program, many subscribers have found the content to be increasingly liberal and humanist with newer editions. If you prefer religious or conservative content, you may want to choose a different program. The Teacher Resource Book includes teacher guides for lessons, reproducible tests and reviews, vocabulary activities
(including word web and semantic maps), options for group or individual instruction, pacing options, and answer keys for tests and workbooks. Tests are designed to prepare students for standardized tests; most formats are multiple choice. There are tests for each lesson as well as cumulative and final midterm exams. Tests have a dual
column format. At the top level (grades 9-12), each test also features a Sneak Preview SAT section where additional practices are provided in preparation for standardized testing. If you don't think intensive and comprehensive teacher guidance is required, the un reproducible Test Book (with answers) and the Answer Button (for student
workbooks) are available separately. The Answer button also has a double column with one column per lesson. Have a student's hearing? We also now offer audio CD sets that correlate with levels 2-12. It includes a record of each word list to aid pronunciation, along with definitions and comprehension questions, and all reading sections.
There are three CDs each for Grades 2-3, and 5 CDs for each level for grades 4-12. take advantage of something that helps or promotes complete well-being having all the necessary qualities of developing progress or evolving through a natural growth process that upsets feelings of despair in the face of obstacles relieve freedom from
hardship or hardship or efforts of hail rainfall has no circumstances require something that does not exist or is not available mastering someone who has authority over others who love and defend his country's planned projects a good opinion of comments make or write comments on representing being a delegate or spokesperson for
sufficient quantities that can meet the needs or requirements of uttering without qualification affects having an influence on the calculation of making the mathematical computational climate weather in some locations on average over a period of time column line units following one decade after another the organic phenomenon of rotting
beyond or doing something to a greater extent prohibits orders against small growth garden trees without underbrush limbs one together of a mammoth animal that extinct elephants widely distributed in the adult Pleistocene has Full natural growth or development permit allows the presence or allowing without opposing restraining the
strength of something sweltering burn little and shallow so that it affects the tower color of the structure higher than the diameter approach moving towards the burrow of the hole made by the animal, usually for shelter stop ending the state or destructive activity causing sleepy damage half asleep very hungry predictions of how something
will develop hibernation of a country that is not active or inactive migrating moving from one country or region to other countries and settle there nesting moves or organize yourself in a comfortable and comfortable position watching the watch attentively prepare to make ready or fit or equip in advance reduce making a less severe
unsparing and uncompromising in discipline or assessment of efforts that are uncertain characterized by energetic movements affecting astound with the miracle of present can be enforced by the law that eagerly owns or shows a keen interest or an exposé of intense desire; make graceful elegance or beauty of movements or expressions
that look or expression charge a fee and collect simple payments characterized by simplicity; have a simple opinion of your parallel self is everywhere equidistant and do not intersect crippling causes to be pessimistic that does not move someone who expects the repetition of the worst readings aloud from the memory response shows a
reaction to something suddenly very sudden and unexpectedly achieved an advantage with an attempt to make an attempt to insult the lack of respect accompanied by an intense feeling of disple talk of entertaining providing entertainment for a brief or incomplete glimpse of a person to adopt a position or phase Certain beliefs each
different time period in the sequence of events that strange old-fashioned recall brings to mind refusing to accept or acknowledge revising make changes to sensitive responses to physical stimuli clapping or shouting to show cunning approval characterized by skill in revealing deception exposes to see as by removing the drab cover dull
yellowish grayish or olive lightly broad; complete exclaim loudly, often with surprise, horror, or joy beautifully beautifully intending to have in mind as the goal jeer laughs with contempt and derision peer sees the search for action progress moving forward, as towards the goal of perfecting the reduce to pure state of a person who commits a
crime of deliberately unsettling cause or fear with or show needless anxiety has a sense of of yourself make the confusing mistake of a different one thing to another distribute giving to some people eject or expel from the place embrace the squeeze tightly on your arm, usually with a complementary fondness complement with, usually for
certain purposes flexible able to bend easily instantly a very short time sharp intense or sharp limp walking that is inhibited by some physical injury scurry move or continue with a hasty snatch take; take shallow less physical depth surround elongated on all sides simultaneously; the victims of the siege of the poor who suffered from the
bad state of ancient relics belonging to antiquity centuries ago a period of 100 years of natural space or artificially enclosed space down down and down, but not having all the entrances of the entrance inland and towards the center of disturbing entry are not invited to find a place by searching or inspecting the action section moving from
one country or place to the next in connection with the thing that includes the valuable of a high-value mining animal or the cost of being hunted or captured to climb the sloping surface food that connects the two levels of space has a sufficient space surface outer boundary artifacts or advantages layers of quality material have a superior
position or more favorable astonish influence with the magic of confirming strengthening far separated in space or come from afar the founder of someone who founded several institutions hamlet community of people smaller than a village entertained someone who invited guests to a social event the wrong anxiety about the fitness of the
place of action that led to closer than exposure to the prospect of heat the possibility of future success is scarce in number or number compared to requests characterized by purely hard intelligence of the lower legs torturing feelings of intense suffering; Typical acute mental or physical pain indicates qualities that identify a group or type of
ail to be an unhealthy repellent, as if by official edict communicating a transfer to another console gives the moral or emotional power to curl up crouching or curled up carefully thought through in advance of the extent to which down or back the desire feelings that accompany the livelihood of a disgruntled state financial means in which
one supports the self-misfortune of a child who has lost both parents to a very cliff cliff steep get back or rediscover; recover the use of kill kill intentionally and with symptoms of sensation premeditation associated with certain diseases annual that occur every year artificially contrived by art rather than a mixture of nature together various
boring elements make holes, especially with the pointy force or a considerable hand tool in the amount, amount, area, or degree of roughness belonging to the early stages of technical development evaporate the change into gas or steam leaves aggregate leaves one or more cut hues color quality determined by the dominant wavelength
improves the process into a or more than many foods provided with varied sustenance become different in some particular way vision ability to see give or supply quality ability has the means or skills to do something friendly spreading warmth and hospitality happiness extreme state of happiness caressing touch or stroke lightly in a loving
way or captivating clutch holding; take the influence or encouragement of persuasion by urging, belai, or flattering anger characterized by extreme movements of anger movements of the hand or body to emphasize the mind or feel mope become apathetic, gloomy, or daze prefer better; the higher value of recovering or redeeming to
replace puts something back where it includes a request expressing a need or desire to; ask to separate; not attached to or supported by anything that avoids and avoids a deliberately horrific attack with disgust or revulsion that is removed affected or characterized by low spirits depending on the contingent on a less gloomy in activeness
or charm or fanatical surprise of a person motivated by irrational enthusiasm impacting on the striking of one body against another attack marching aggressively into the territory by isolating military forces place or setting apart occupying life in (a particular place) expressing the defeat the suspect regards as untrustworthy while not
permanent; not lasting terror feelings of fear and anxiety are extraorarily tragic very sad, especially involving grief or death or destruction who are able to have the financial means to do something or buy something that boasts of talking about yourself with excessive pride or a chord of self-esteem a combination of three or more records
that blend harmoniously beyond what is common or ordinary or expected lucky to have an unexpected fortune fringe ornamental border short hanging low thread a heart of decency; not pompous or pompous meadow fields where grass or alfalfa is planted to be made into melancholy straw constitutional tendency to be gloomy and
stubbornly depressed characterized by tenacious unwillingness to produce appeals pleading or asking earnestly plunge hard or with high speed or insecurity succumb to surrender, to influence or pressure submit results to the control of other trudge running heavy and firm , such as when tired, or through mud seems clearly revealed to the
mind or senses or the prohibition of judgment is prohibited especially by law or concentrates social pressures make it denser, stronger, or more purely concerning something that appeals to you because consider carefully thought out; considering the contrast of opposition or inaccuracy of things compared to fragile easily damaged or
damaged or destroyed threats something that is a source of danger pounce moving down as if in an attack prompt as scheduled or without recent delays from the past directly or just before for the symbol of the present time something is visible represents something invisible claws that are sharply attributed especially to the bird of prey
trophy something given as a sign of victory that is widely circulated widely circulated or diffuse apt to be conspicuous suitability and relevance of blooming flowers or a bunch of flowers on the plant branches of one of the larger branches of the content of the tree satisfied or show satisfaction with things because they hate intense twilight
time of the day immediately after sunset , such as fires, fires, or lamps that are familiar friends who are often in the company of other acquisitions come to the ownership of small cultivated area gardens where planted fruit trees practice the customary way of operating or pruning behavior of cultivation, tend to, and cut back the growth of
sticky rice has the physical strength of a thin and ragged threadbare rough with the age of wandering moves or causes moving in sinuous or circular can be found approving of the judge to be true or commendable; thinking well of the conclusion brings to a close deprivation of taking a person's elder from a more advanced age companion
accompanying the tariff amount charged to rise in a public submission characterized by or showing a warm desperation showing warm and sincere hospitality breathing deep into the lungs with a meritorious breathing quality that deserves stingy unwillingness to spend the call asking to come valiantly to have or show heroism or courage
waving a long flag; often tapering abreast together with each other, facing in the same direction barrier structures or objects that inhibit the free movement of something from side to side capital of large alphabetic characters used in writing or printing ensure certain external events or arise beyond some boundary or surface bitter feud
between the two sides fortified defense structures often come at short intervals or usually wilderness borders on the edge of the peasant country area of one of the working class farms small and slightly important threat of declaration of intent to pose a danger to the other benefits put in an unusually large service in the size or number or
area or scope of auditions performed to gain the role of creating a lift to existence from the lower to a higher position eliminates the end, remove, or do by engaging consume all attention or time in someone's entry something that provides access to obtain a basic and fundamental ranking that is important above all others leave someone in
need or rely on you; leaving in lurch admits to being considered the same sentimental marked by a gentle, romantic, or nostalgic source of emotion in the place where something began routes along the way around a particular place or area of practice certain of the long-standing trio a set of three similar things considered an arrest unit unit
into prisoners who are able to have the ability to congratulate say something to someone who expresses disparaging praise looking down with disdain or disgust denied the act of coming to conflict is finally expected to follow in the mechanism of steering the helmet of the future is not limited to the ship that is humiliated cause
embarrassment begging or asking in earnest and immediately enter introduce the anger of embarrassing events penetrate or cut with sharp instruments vibrate quickly , the tremulous movement gives up the freedom to; free from pouting cages shows humor humor sick of brooding
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